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ABOUT
Over the past 10 years, the team at LOHAS Australia have had
extensive experience with recycled bricks in the Sydney metro
area. We have taken our memories from travelling through
Sydney's suburbs to colourise the recycled bricks to each
particular suburb. We came to notice that suburbs were using
similarly coloured bricks over the same periods of time. The
reuse of handpicked existing materials allows us to produce
and supply premium recycled bricks to our clients. Our recycled
bricks speaks to the values at the very core of LOHAS Australia
and is the embodiment of everything we believe and aspire to
create; sustainable building materials. Take inspiration from
this look book to use for your future project. 
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HABBERFIELD

R E D

At LOHAS Australia, a major focus
is the sustainability of our building
materials. By supplying locally
sourced recycled bricks, we are not
only giving clients a creative option
but also a sustainable option that
offers a unique look that no other
material can. Our professionals at
LOHAS Australia have extensive
experience in the industry and craft
only the best products in premium
quality. Whether you have a brick
project, renovation of existing
brickwork, or would like to add a
design feature wall; our recycled
bricks give a rustic and weathered
look to your project.
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Please note that the colours of our
recycled bricks are just a reference. Colours, 

tones and textures are subject to availability. We
customise every blend for your project based on this

colour range.
RED - CREAM - GREY BROWN - SANDSTOCK
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ORANGE
NARAMBURN
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G R E Y B R O W N
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SAINT IVES
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CREAM
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WINDSOR



SANDS TOCK
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Historic bricks are used when renovating
current structures to match Australia’s
earliest colonial settlers up. Our
professionals are fully equipped and
trained to match and spruce up the
chromatic, dimensional and chronological
aspects of antique historic bricks.
Sandstock is an ideal option for feature
walls, lining and decorating, and has the
design flexibility to carve many intricate
details.
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PADDINGTON
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Many old houses in Australia are made
with classic materials that are durable
and resilient to any type of weather and
exterior elements. If you want to integrate
this rustic look into your home, then
choose used bricks. From greys to rusty
reds, these bricks add a timely feel and
character to any feature wall. With its
ability to create a rustic atmosphere, this
style is becoming a statement in the
hospitality industry such as cafes and
restaurants. These dry pressed bricks are
well suitable for people who are looking for
something unique. These bricks can be
used as pavers in internal dwellings and
are fast becoming the best seller because
of its ‘wow factor’.
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